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THE CHAIRMAN: Well, Gentlemen, as I gather we are all present,

shall we begin? I think at end ofyesterday we had started

on Article 27; w had been discussing the first sentence, the

is to say, that very long sentence which begins Articl 27 down
to the semi-colon at about the10thlineafterthewords

"price for such product charged in the home market Has any-

body else got points. to raise on that particular sentence, the

first of Article 27? (After a pause:-) Well, I have a point

to raise myself; it is this concerns the definition of

the margin, the words about 6 lines down, being "the maximum

margin by which the price for an imported product charged by

the monopoly in the hone market may exceed two price at which

such product is offered forsale to the monopoly by foreign
suppliers". Now, this is a point which I mentioned in the

main Committee. There isa difference of wording hero as

between the draft Charter and the proposals of December last.

The way in which this is worded the Proposals of December
last is this: "the maximummargin between the landed price of

the product and the price at which the product is sold in the

home market". I then said that our feeling in the United King-
dom delegation Was that "landed price" is much better than

"the price at which such product is offered. for sale to the

monopoly"; because it so diffcult to tell what really is an

offer for sale. It may be a big offer; it may bea small

offer; and as to price, well, it might conceivably be a sort

of accidentally low duming price and feel that you want

something firmer.as a basis, For that reason we should favour

going back to the "landed price" which was the test in the

Proposals of last December, May I invite discussion on that

point?

Mr JOHNSEN (New Zealand): I think that seems a very reasonable

proposition.

Mr. HAWKINS (USA): It seems reasonable to us too.



THE CHAIRMAN:The you, well, if nobody has any further comrt-

ente on that particular point or on that first sentence we can

now pass on...After the semi-colon it goes on: "after due allow-

ance in either case for internal taxes and for transportation,

distribution and other expenessincidents to purchase, sale or

furtherurthersioces.ng."Il That islia caaifi-ontion of w at has.gone
before . Hasanybody points on thfat? (Ater a pause:-.)

I have one ipo:nt-istributionand' dJ.strr expenses",

suggast tah£ we houlsr there include a reasonable proftii

Afterl al, lt isonlyighrt and proper that a State tradgin

concern should be able to earn a reasonable profit, just like a

mmcoeircaconcel rn, Have you got any m,mnoets on that point?

(After a pause:-) eThn let us go on to the next sentence:

members newly estlabishing any such monopoly in respect of any

product shall not create ma argin as defined above greater than

the maximum rate of import duty (ori, n the case of an export

monopoly, greater than the maximum rate of export duty) which

may have been negotiateid n regard to that product pursuant to

Arctile .18" Are there comment upon that? Thats i the change-

over, as I understand it, from private trading to State trading

after a tiafrf rate has been negotiated,

.r HWKINSLO(USA):M I Chairman, oI go bcao to your reasonablee

prot,fpoi?nt

THCE HAMIRAN: Yes,

Mr HAWKINS (USA): I had not considered th.at I ithnk it prob-

ably islal right.M y only query is whether it might not result

in a mairgn much wider than the negotiators had contemplated as a

reasonable profit, It is a very loose phrase Im a just thinking-

out aulod on this. Ihad not thought of the point beforeMy .

only query is, does that leave open the possilbiity oif ncreiasng

that protective margin undu?ly I put that as a question I have

no conviction oin t at the moment,

THE CHAMIRAN: Well, of course, I suppose that as the. IT.O, will

be in charge of. all this Charter, questions taso the interpreta-
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tion of such a word asreasonableI might always come up to the

ITO. After all, it is to have a procedure or setting dis-

putes, is it not? We had tried to think whether one could put

in some.sort of illustrativefigure of what might be a reasona-

ble profit; but it is extrenely difficult when one considers

the different circurastancas of the different products, and so on,

Mr TUNG (China): Mr.Chairman I think your point is well taken;
because if we leave out the words reasonable profit"I, it means

that a State enterprise would have to carry on for nothing
except expenses, I think the word "reasonàble" has been used in

Many Chapters and everywhere inthis Charter; and that word has

to be interpreted.insome way by ITO, as you have just said.

So I am strongly for the insertion of the phrase in that

sentence- "at a reasonable profit".

''Mr.HAWKINS, (USA) Mr Chairman, I amagain thinking out aloud on

the point. I should. have thought that when there are these.

ble profit on the margin,consieration of what is arasona-

ble profit might be taken into account infixing that margin.
THE CHAIRMAN Yes.

Mr. HAWKINS (USA): In other words, is "reasonable profit" a term

which could be defined generally by the. ITO or any other.organ-

isation? Is it not something which the parties to a negotiation

might best work out? Suppose, for example that the country

which has raised the question as to the margin says "We think

the marginbetween the purchase and re-sale price should be 10"

and the other party said: "Well that leavesus room: it

does not even cover our costs; it does not evan take account of

the fact that we are entitle to a profit", whereupon there

could be a discussion then and there on the particular case in

the light of the circumstances whether that is a reasonable

profit n the oircurastcncos.

Mir JOHNSEN'(NEW.'ZEALAND): Yes, but J9 not, this ,Just spellings it
to

out and indccati-ng the types 0o. addition/the ianc.ed 'cost that

you would have to allow fo'z?.. In Cther words,-t i8s. merely an.--
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indication that, considering whether there was case to put

forward, you would have to allow for a reasonable profit as well

as the other items, It does not say that it limits the amount

of the profit that might be allowed I do not think it alters

the sense in any way does it? In other words, that would be

an indicateon to the ITO, If any question was raised, that a

reasonalbe profit would have to be taken into consideration.

Mr HAWKINS (USA): I think that may be right I am just trying to

think how the text would read, If it means only that, then I

think it is all right, that that is a factor which would have to

be taken nto accoint Jn thgotiations.ons. iIf lt means that,

then I shoueld rfectlyb pe saitisfed.

Mr JOHNSEN (New Zealand): That iight:- rJ it must be taken i-to

cionsderation,

Mr H.WKINS (USA): If that is laliimet ins; buth w1t Im aiwondering

is ethwher themendament as drafted.w ould mean that that is

figured in the landed price, If reasonable profiit s only a

factor to be takein nto accounti n detmierngin eth margin, then

it is perfectly all)i rght,
.Mr JOHNSEN (New Zealand): Yes,

.Mr HAWKINS (USA): It depends how you word that.

THE CHAIRMAN: Well, perhaps the Rapporteur would consider that

point,

THE RAPPORTE:UR Wmighte do methingisn the. wayf o chgianng
after due allowance to aki"tng: into consideration", or something

kes hat,

THE CHAIRMAN: Itmay be.

5.
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THECHAIRMAN: There is one other point I would like tomention, and

that is the question of averaging. This has been mentioned in the

main Committee. I then suggested that you would have to have some

averaging if only for administrative reasons, but for purposes of

stabilisation you bright want to have a rather longer period of

averaging than would be necessary for strictly administrative reasons,

and I suggested that possibly there might be a period of, say, three

years. I would like to amplify that in the sense that the average

would be a moving average.with determination. say every year. I

think that might to some extent.help Mr. Hawkins, who was inclined

to feel that three years was, just like that, too long a period. May

I ask for his views on that point -- the moving average with annual

determinations?

MR. HAWKINS (USA): I think that would be all right.

MR. JOHNSEN (New Zealand): Would this Article not operate in respect

of individual transactions without regard for any prior transactions?

THE CHAIRMAN It is hard to see how you could carry through the price

at which you had bought a particular consignment to the sale price

of that same consignment. You would need to lump together. When

I say "we", I speak for the UK Delegation -- what we lad felt was

that you would need to segregate the supplies you got from each

country of supply, so that for its supplies, taken over whatever the

period might be, you would actually observe the margin as between

the average of your buying price from that source and your sales.

You would undertake to show that you were observing the margin. If

you did that, each country would see that it was being treated in

accordance with the undertaking. That .was how we envisaged the

thing might be made to work,

MR. HAWKINS (USA): The point is well taken, for this reason, that your

buying prices for different lots would be variable. You would be

buying where you could at best advantage. Your selling price
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internally wouldprobably be uniform. If you had torelate the

selling price internally to the buying price of each parcel, you

would get constantly varying prices internally, whereas if you can

take an average of your purchase prices over a period --

MR. JOHNSEN (New Zealand): It is only the margin you are negotiating

and not the actual price.

MR. HAWKINS (USA): But that is the basis on which you compute the

margin. The margin would be at some amount exceeding the average

landed price.

MR. JOHNSEN (New Zealand): I see a difficulty there in that you are

taking the landed cost of shipments from different sources, and there

might be little relationship, in having regard to changes of the

nature of the commodity, in the margin in one case and the margin

in another.

THE CHAIRMAN: Is not that rather likely to be covered by differences

of quality from different sources. The kind of what you got

from one source may be different from the kind of wheat you get

from another, and the same goes for a good many things. It may

well be that you would have different selling prices in any case,

and that itself would in a general way correspond to differences

of source.

MR. JOHNSEN (New Zealand): I can see a lot of practical difficulty

in giving effect to this.

THE CHAIRMAN: I think our feeling has been that it will have to be

observed as a broad general principle and as faithfully as possible,

but that one cannot undertake to, as it were, show that it has been

observed in minute detail in cases of particular transactions. It

would have to be rather broadly observed.

MR. JOHNSEN (New Zealand) : You would suggest then, in considering the

margin, that account might be taken, rather than say that account

shall be taken of average prices over a prior representative period.

.
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MR. HAWKINS (USA): I should think that would be a practical way

ofstating it, leaving it permissible to average.

THE CHAIRMAN: Shall we pass from that sentence? I think the

point we had got to was the third sentence .... "With regard to

any monopolised product in respect of which a maximum margin has

been established pursuant to this Article, the monopoly shall,

subject to the provisions of Section C of this Chapter ....etc."

MR. JOHNSEN (New Zealand): I think we had not yet taken the

previous sentence.

THE CHAIRMAN: The one which begins: "Members newly establishing

any such monopoly in respect of any product shall not create

a margin as defined above greater than the maximum rate of

import duty....etc." That is cases where, after there has been

a tariff negotiation, the method is changed, so that from private
trading one would pass to a state trading monopoly. This says,

in effect, that the limit of the margins under state trading shall,

in that case, be the maximum negotiated tariff rate.

MR. JOHNSEN (New Zealand): It seems to me that you arc attempting to

compare a margin of tariff protection with a margin between the

landed cost and the selling price, and I do not think that is

practicable.

THE CHAIRMAN: You think there are elements in the two situations

which would require the money amount or the ad valorem amount to

be different.

MR. JOHNSEN (New Zealand): I should think so. You talk about a

margin of protection that represents an amount of duty only which

is a factor in.the margin between the landed cost and the selling

price. That is only one factor. This sentence says that the two

shall be the same.

THE CHAIRMAN: I had thought that just as the tariff was intended to

be regarded as a protective measure, so the margin of the state

trader might also be regarded as protective, and that prima facie
8.
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the amount of protection under the one system might be regarded as

a suitable measure under the other. I suppose it is arguable that

state trading combines, as it were, quantitative restrictions with

tariffs, but I am not sure how that bears on this particular point.

MR. JOHNSEN (New Zealand): You can visualise cases where the state
trading monopoly would still have to pay the duty in any case, even

though it is a monopoly.

THE CHAIRMAN: Yes, but is not that rather a bookkeeping point, that it

pays the duty for goods into the general exchanger, and then recovers

in its firsthand sale price in its home market.Is there more than

a bookkeeping spirit in that?

MR. JOHNSEN (New Zealand): It might ultimately become a bookkeeping

point, but in the first instance it is part of the construction of

the landed cost from the selling price.

THE CHAIRMAN: You are thinking that if it paid the duty it would

then have its distributive costs on top of all that, and you might

find the negotiated tariff figure was not a suitable one?

MR. HAWKINS (USA): ls your point, Mr. Johnson, that if the landed

cost included the duty, and then you had a margin between the

landed cost and the selling price equal to the duty, you would

include the duty twice in that margin?

MR. JOHNSEN (New Zealand): That was not my initial point. The

initial point I made was that in the earlier portion of this

particular Article we talk about negotiation in the margin between

the landed cost and the selling price, and this particular sentence

Says that members newly establishing any such monopoly in respect

of any product shall not create a margin, as defined above, greater

than the maximum rate of import duty which may have been negotiated

in regard to that product,pursuant to Article 18. You are comparing
a margin with a rate of import duty.5.
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MR. HAWKINS (USA): That is international, the point being thatthe
negotiated margin between the purchase andthe resale price is a

protective factor. If a country that did not havea monopoly on

the product had previously negotiated a rate of duty, a maximum

rate of duty of, say, 20 per cent., and then established a state

monopoly for the product, they should observe and not exceed that

degree of protection in the margin between their purchase and

resale price. That is the thought here.

MR. JOHNSEN (New Zealand): What you really mean to say is that

members newly establishing such a monopoly in respect of any

product shall, if the product is not subject to duty if imported

by the monopoly, in fixing the margin, make allowance for no

greater amount than the amount of duty which would otherwise be

payable. In other words, you do not want them, by reason of

the fact that the monopoly imports the product and does not have

to pay duty, increase the margin unduly on that account.

MR. HAWKINS (USA): That is right. I think you have raised a question

that we ought to look at -- how this would apply in the case of a

duty-free product. Suppose that at the time negotiations took

place on tariff the product were free of duty, and suppose that

in the negotiations the product were bound duty-free, and suppose, that

then a monopoly is created, what is the margin in that case?

THE CHAIRMAN: It raises the question whether to negotiate over

what you might call the distributive part of the margin or not.

If you are negotiating to cover the distributive margin, then

your margin will be something higher than nil. If you are

simply negotiating for the protective clement, it would remain

nil. I am not quite sure whether the intention of this sentence

is that you would negotiate about distributive margins or not. Our

feeling was that you would not negotiate about a margin on the

understanding that it included no more than your real costs, with

10.
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a reasonable profit.

MR. HAWKINS (USA): I think the question of a reasonable profit does

come in thoir definitely.

THE CHAIRMAN: You might negotiate about that, but the question of

actual costs is hardly a matter for negotiation. It might be a

matter for inspection or verification.

MR. JOHNSEN (New Zealand): ls there any necessity for the sentence

at all? Is it not covered by the general provisions of the

Article?

MR. HAWKINS (USA): It is intended to cover cases which there has been

a change between the time the margin negotiations took place, or

after them, of the tariff negotiations. If, for example, the duty

were bound at 20 per cent., and thon a monopoly were created and

the difference between the purchase and the resale price wore

40 per cent., the duty concession is nullified.

MR. JOHNSEN (New Zealand): Yes, but they are still paying the 20

per cent. duty. If the duty were bound at the original rate,

there would not be any change in that case. The fact that the new

monopoly had been created would not affect the position; that is,

if the Government Department that made the importation had to pay

the duty, and if no duty was.payable, then that would be a fact

that would be taken into consideration in determining the margin,

and any country that wished to make representations, if they thought

the margin was too great, would be entitled to raise that point.

THECHAIRMAN: Is there not this point about that, that the position

is a little different as between state trading and private trading,

in that the state trader could conceivably, as it were, just stand

the cost of the dutyhimself and then behave, so to speak, as

though the duty was not there. In other words, he could either

ignore the effect of the duty when assessing commercial considerations,

or, on the other hand, he could sell at such a high price to the

home market that he would so to speak discourage imports. He would

11.
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discourage demand. My feeling had been that the reason why the

margin had been expressed in this way was in order to prevent his

doing that sort of thing, or putting his rosale price arbitrarily
high in a way which would perhaps diminish demand, and therefore
diminish imports. ls not that your feeling?

MR. HAWKINS (USA): That is the point.
MR. JOHNSEN (New Zealand): That is the whole essence of the argument,

is it not? It seems to me you are complicating the position

unduly by introducing that sentence. The effect of it would

normally be taken into consideration in determining the margin.
MR. HAWKINS(USA): Except that in the case under consideration, if the

duty had been fixed and later the Government took over the trade,

there would have to be a renegotiation of that rate, unless there was

some provision which lays down the margin to be followed by the state

trading organisation. He could do that in a number of ways. He

could operate as a private importer previously had done, and in fixing
the resale price simply take into account the duty which had been

previously paid. That would be in conformity with this provision.

But in the absence of some provision like this, the only recourse would

be a renegotiation of the item.

THE CHAIRMAN: It would always be open to the state trader, suppose he

found the tariff rate was too low for his purposes, to attempt

renegotiation, to reopen the matter with the country with which he had

previously negotiated the tariff rate.

MR. HAWKINS (USA) I think one of the difficulties is that we are attempting

hero to work out in detail the application of a principle without the

concrete facts before us, whereas what we should be doing here is simply

stating the principle. I do not think we can work out the application.

If that is a sound principle, it should be written in, and then when the

cases arise, we should use it as a guide as to what action should be

taken.

12.

.
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MR JOHNSEN:(New Zealand): If you said "In so far as duty is

affected in the margin between the landed cost and the

selling price no greater amount shall be provided for in

that respect than the actual amount of duty payable", that

applies to any other cost factor. It is just a point, as

to whether you need to provide for it.

THE CHAIRMAN: That would leave open the possibility of having

an additional margin over and above the negotiated duty and

I take it the supplying countries would be anxious to see that

extra amount limited, would they not, so that you would be

involved in a re-negotiation if, in fact, the amount of the

margin were to differ from the amount of the duty previously

negotiated.

MR JOHNSEN:(New Zealand): That is always open to negotiation;

but it would be at the discretion of the countries concerned

as to whether they should take up the question at all.

After all, the duty is only a factor in the margin. It is

the whole margin that is the subject of negotiations - not

merely the duty factor.

THE CHAIRMAN: That rather depends, does it not, on the.way in

which the margin is built up. If you regard it as built up

by an element which corresponds to duty, an element which

corresponds to distribution costs and the other costs here,

and finally a reasonable profit, does it not follow from

that that if you put your costs on one side as representing

the real costs.of your operations, you have then two nego-

tiable things - the protective element and the profit
element. There may be, so to speak, an addition to be made

to the original tariff element in respect of the profit,

but I should have thought, as regards the other elements,
not

they would/be matters for negotiation. It would be

recognized that the margin might includethem, but they
not

would/be subject to negotiation..

13.
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MR JOHNSEN (New Zealand.): The duty would not be subject to

negotiation under this article either. Any negotiation of
duty would be in term's of a general trade agreement, I

should say.

THE CHAIRMAN: It depended a little, does it not, on the nature

of the countries that are negotiating. If a country which

is State trading in a product were negotiating with another
country which was not, it would then be a State margin
which would be negotiated, instead of a tariff rate. Is
not that the sort of way in which it would work ?

MR JOHNSEN (New Zealand): I understood that this meant the

margin between the full landed cost, including the duty
and any other charges on importation - also transportation

distribution,
/internal taxes, any processing charges and a reasonable
margin of profit.

MR HAWKINS (U.S.A..): You mean in the final landed price ?
MR JOHNSEN (New Zealand): It goes a bit beyond the landed

price.

MR HAWKINS (U.S.A.): Yes.

MR JOHNSEN (New Zealand): In determining what additional
amount should be added to the full cost in arriving at the
selling price.

MR HAWKINS (U.S.A.): In that case, if I understand you

correctly, you would be including the duty twice, in fact ?
MR JOHNSEN (New Zealand): No.

MR HAWKINS (U.S.A.): You would be including two protective
elements - one is the duty which is already there and then
there is a margin on top of that on your defïnition.

MR JOHNSEN (New Zealand): Any margin, of course, that I had
in mind, was the reasonable profit after you had arrived
at the full cost. That is the final margins it not -

the reasonable profit ? You have to allow for all costs
prior to that point. What you are endeavouring to get at is
that too great a profit is not taken. That would be the

14.

.
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effect of restricting sales and consoquontly imports. That in the

purport of this, but you have to allow for any duty payable and any

other actual charges which are involved.

THE CHAIRMAN: It does depend, does it not, rather on the way in which tho

monopoly chooses to work. On the one hand it may actually pay the duty

and then recover that in its sellingprice or, on the other hand, it

may just buy at the one landed prico and soll at another price to the

wholesalers in its home market and, so to speak, it collects the duty

automatically in that way. It is a sort of agent of the Exchequer.

It is almost a matter of the administrative relationship between different

government departments more than anything else, is it not ? Our own

departments, who do a certain amount of this State purchasing themselves,

felt it could be worked either way, as a matter of practice, probably

consistently with the terms of this.

MR JOHNSEN (New Zealand): Would it not cover it if we provided in the

previous sentence "after due allowance in either casefor import duties,

internal taxes and for transportation, distribution and other Costs

incident to the purchase, sale or further processing, and also a

reasonable profit". You have the whole of the cost factor and a

reasonable profit covered then.

MR HAWKINS(U.S.A.): Suppose it is 100 per cent duty on a product or

even, say, 200 per cent ? If that is included in the landed cost and

then a margin is put on top of that, you have get a tremendous

protection.

MR JOHNSEN (New Zealand): That is the case with private importation.

MR HAWKINS (U.S.A.): Yes, but in the case of the private importation, the

duty is the thing that determines the price at which he can sell.

MR JOHNSEN (New Zealand): No. You must make allowance for his other costa

and alsofor reasonable profit; otherwise he could not do business at all.

In other words, what you are concerned about is that the State trading

monopoly should not be in a position to charge a higher price than a

private trading organisation. But in each case they are allowed to take

into consideration duty and any other charges involved. It seems to me

.
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that would cover it, if you want to make any particular provision for

duty, if you just included it in that proceeding sentence.

THE CHAIRMAN: One needs to have some sort of assurance, does one not,

that even after duty has been paid, the monopoly does not then go on

to charge a considerably higher price in its own market, which would,

in fact, have either an extra protective effect or an extra affect in

dis -couraging demand.

MR JOHNSEN (New Zealand): The reasonable profit is the limiting factor

there.

THE CHAIRMAN: Yes. It really is a question, is it not, of how, from the

negotiating point of view, you deal with the different elements that go
your your

into the margin- / tariff, / various costs and your profit. If one

assumes that the varicus costs are not negotiated, although they may be

subject to some sort of check you are then left with the tariff nego-

tiable and possibly a profit margin negotiable. Does not that mean
the

that the negotiated rate of tariff? is likely to bo / appropriate

figure unless in a particular negctiation the parties want to negotiate

about the reasonable rate of profit.

MR HAWKINS (U.S.A.): Yes.

MR JOHNSEN (New Zealand): I do not think we want to confuse the negotiation

of a tariff with the negotiation of a margin of profit. This is designed

to cover negotiation of a margin of profit.

THE CHAIRMAN: Thu total margin rather, is it not ?

MR JOHNSEN (New Zealand): The tariff is quite a separate factor.

THE CHAIRMAN: I still have the feeling that that is rather a question of mere

administration. Whether the importing monopoly pays the duty or does not,

it rather comes to the same thing in the last analysis, does it not - that

it is, so to speak, merely an administrative question.

MR JOHNSEN (New Zealand): That is so. So that you cannot make any special

provision to cover the tariff. All you can make provision for isanyduty

payable. But the State must be in a position at some stage, to account for

the revenue that is to be received, in respect of imports.

16.

.
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THE CHAIRMAN: I wonder whether we had better Ieave this point to be thought

ovor further and perhaps discussed at our next meeting. We shall probably

have to meet on Monday to consider the Rapportour's report. We might

then takeup this point again, when we have reflected on it a little more.

Is there anything more on that sentence, or shall we pass to the next ?

"With regard to any monopolist product in respect of which a maximum

margin" - I have already read that. Has anybody any points on that

sentence ?

MR JOHNSEN (New Zealand): You have already raised a point on that yourself,

I think. There is a further point - and this is another one of practical

impossibility - in respect of exports: "in the case of an export monopoly,

offer for saleto foreign purchasers such quantities of thu product as

will be sufficient to satisfy ........ the full foreign demand for the

product". I cannot see how any exporting country could take responsibility

for that.

MR HAWKINS (U.S.A.): You would want to insert, would you not, "supplies

being available" ?

MR JOHNSEN (New Zealand): Yes, naturally.

MR HAWKINS (U.S.A.): That, of course, is practically implied, but there is

no objection to making it explicit.

MR JOHNSEN (New Zealand): "as far as practicable".

MR HAWKINS (U.S.A.): You see the point there ? The export aide relates to

relatively few cases - in case the raw material is withheld in foreign

countries in order to protect the domestic finishing industry. The prices

here are dealt with - the margins. Suppose that were all agreed to and

then suppose the exporting country simply did not allow any to be exported,

to take an extreme case - suppose they did not sell any. Taking the

illustration I gave you the other day (it is not quite a parallel case but

it will illustrate what I mean) take peclearlegs, used in the vencering

industry: there is an agreement that the price margin there will be

determined so that there is no undue protection to the domestic plywood

industry. The exporting country agrees to that and then does not sell any.

17.
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The efectt is to defeat the purpose. This is intended to prevent

that. Obviously, if supplies are not available, it cannot do it. In

the case I cited the supplies -sample supplies - were available.

MR AUGENTHALER (Czechoslovakia): I think that it would not be just to

impose, on State trading organizations or State monopolies, an obligation

to offer commodities forexport in order to fulfil a foreign demanand

at the same time put upon them an obligation as to prices. I think each

enterprise of this kind should be free to offer or not offer as they wish.

I do not understand why a State enterprise or a monopoly should be under

this obligation if there is not the same obligation on private enterprises

which are in the same position. Wehave had several cases where foreign

enterprises have just refused to make offers - not because of coommercila

considerations,but they have just said that they are not offering to

nationalised industries.

MR TUNG (China): I have expressed the same view as the Czechoslovakian

delegate has just expressed. It is impossible for any exporting country

to meet the full demand of a market at the prices charged at the same

margin. I want that to be on record.

THE CHAIRMAN: Mr. Hawkins, would you like to comment on these points ?

MR HAWKINS (U.S.A.): Of course, there is this difference, that in the case

of a product dealt with by private enterprise - in the majority of cases

at least - there are a number of competing suppliers. Under normal

conditions those suppliers are looking for markets. Normally you can
given

always find suppliers who will make goes available in a/ exporting

country. It is not likely that there would be a withholding by all of

them of supplies to the market, whereas in the case of a monopoly it is

something which is subject to the decision of one body as regards the

supplies of the product produced in that country.

THE CHAIRMAN: Really, one has here rather a combination, has one not, of

two functions of the State trading monopoly. On the one hand it is a

trader, on the other hand it is, so to speak, a piece of the machinery

of government. Under the private trade you have dealt with the possibility

18.
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of an export prohibition in another article - in article 19 I

think. Here you have to cover the possibility that the State trading

organisation might act as a government organ. imposing an expert

prohibition. Is that not so ? You have put in this provision words

about satisfying the external demand in ordor, as it were, to cover the

possibility of an indirect prohibition being escaped by the State

monopoly, just as on the impart side you provido that the domestic demand

shall be satisfied, because that is the equivalant ofsayingthat you

would not have an import restriction. Here you say that, subject to the

negotiated margins the foreign demand should be met in order to

correspond to your export prohibitions in article 19. Is not that

rather the scheme of it ? I take it by. referring "to the provisions

of Section C of this Chapter" we have brought in all the exceptions in

the import restrictions articles ? Those come in article 19 mostly,

do they not ?

MR JOHNSEN (New Zealand): I think we discussed that and we thought there

might be others. I was going to suggest that the first portion of the

sentence might be altered to read "The monopoly shall, as far as

practicable and subject to other provisions of this Charter, import and

offer for sale" - in other words, make it general. You do not need to

refer to any particular section of the Charter. You would, have to have

"as far as practicable" because no government organisation could undertake

to import and offer for sale. There are a lot of factors which might

preclude any such arrangement. It is a question of actual practicability.

MR HAWKINS (U.S.A.): Yes. I do not see any objection to those two suggestions.

THE CHAIRMAN: All right. That will consist in adding "as far as practicable

and subject to the other provisions of this Charter" in place of the words

"subject to the provisions of Section C of this Chapter" in that sentence.

Is that the proposal ?

MR JOHNSEN (New Zealand): Yes, that is what I have suggested.

THE CHAIRMAN: Should we say "the other provisions of this Chapter" ? Ithink

it should be "Charter"..

19.
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MR HAWKINS (U.S.A.) Article 19 refers to the commodity chapter.

THECHAIRMAN: The Rapprtourwillperhaps take not ofthatamendment.

MR TUNG (China): I would like to make our attitude clear towards this

article 27. We would accept article 27 withi therservations: First,

in any negotiation of the maximummargin we must have due allowance

for a reasonable profit, as you suggested. The second point is that

the second sentence should be deleted from this article.

THE CHAIRMAN: The second sentence?

MR TUNG (China): Yès, and the last sentence.

THE CHAIRMAN: That is the sentence beginning "Members newly".

MR TUNG (China): Yes, and the last sentence. I do not think there is

any necessity for that provision.

THE CHAIRMAN:Does the amendment which has been suggested by the New

Zealand delegate go any way to meet you on that sentence ?

MR TUNG (China) I am not quite clear what he has suggested.

THE CHAIRMAN: If I understand it rightly, the amendment refers to the

sentence which begins "with regard to any monopolist product" and it

would read like this "With regard to any monopolist product in respect

of which a maximummargin has been established pursuant to that

article, the monopoly shall, as far as practicable and subject to the

other provisions of this Charter, import and offer for sale" and so or

MR TUNG (China); What do you mean by"other provisions " ?

THE CHAIRMAN: That would cover, I take it, in the first place, all the

provisions about import and export restrictions in Section C. It would

than also cover other chapters cf the Charter, such as the commodity

arrangements chapter, the restrictive businesses chapter and so on.I

do not know whether there are any other specific provisions in the

Charter which would have an obvious and direct bearing, apart front the

ones about import and export restrictions.

MR JOHNSEN (New Zealand): It is very difficultat this stage, to say how

far other provisions might affect it. I think it is better to make it

comprehensive.

20.
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THE CHAIRMAN Yes. I am not quite sure that, oven so, one does not

need to include something about rationing, because I am not sure

there is any specific provision in this Charter which does deal

with the tendency of rationing, is there ? I do not think it

is mentioned, for example, in article 19.

(D. fols).

21.
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RAPPORTEUR: I should say paragraph 2 of Article 19 (i)

THE CHAIRMAN: It is a detailed point, is it not?

RAPPORTEUR: Yes.

MR TUNG (China): Article 19, paragraph 2?

RAPORTEUR: No, on reflection, I do not think that is right.

MR TUNG (China): I do not see the necessity for this provision in the

last sentence; I do not think that any status enterprise should be

under lbligation to meet the full domestic demand or the demands of

the foreign market, because, from the point of view of more commercial

considerations, they will do as much business as they can. Why should

they be required to meet the full demand other way?

THE CHAIRMAN: It is in a sense, is it not, rather a counterpart of what

we might put in about import and export prohibitions and restrictions,

in that if you do not put in anything about satisfying demand you then

leave the way open for the state trading monopoly to be a means of

introducing import or export prohibitions and restrictions. In fact,

is that not no? I take it that it was with that possibility in mind

that this provision about meeting domestic demand or external demand

as the case may be was put in. What I feel is that if one simply

omits anyreference to demand it is a little difficult to see how one

could provide against the possibility of the provisions of the Charter

about import and export prohibitions and restrictions being simply

circumvented by setting up a state trading monopoly, and that is a point

which we would have to take care of in some way. I am not suggesting

that this is necessarily the right way, but I think there is a problem

there.

RAPPORTEUR: The objective of that requirement, as you pointed out, was to

cover the problem of quantitative restrictions in the same way that the

objective of the earlier part of Article 27 is intended to provide a

counterpart for Article 18, Tariff Negotiations. Naturally, whatever was

said with respect to quantitative restrictions in connection. with state

trading by state monopolies would have to conform in general principles to
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whatwas said in Article 19 and subsequent Articles with respect to

quantitative restrictions. I think anotherpoint might be mde that

would perhaps clarify it a little bit, and that is that this sentence

in Article 27 does not require state enterprises which are not monopolies

of a particular product to satisfy full foreign demand or, conversely,

domestic demand. This applies only to monopolies which are complete

export monopolies for a partiuclar product or completemonopolies for

distribution of a particular product.

MR JOHNSEN (New Zealand): It is only where the margins have been

negotiated in respect of products; if there have been no negotiated
margins this does not apply.

THE CHAIRMAN: Yes.

RAPPORETUR: Yes, that is right; that is a restrictive feature.

MR JOHNSEN (New Zealand): Yes.

RAPPORTEUR: And it is not applicable until the margin has been negotiated.

MR JOHNSEN (New Zealand): It is not applicable until some country.

actually makes representations andnegotiates amargin.
RAPPORTEUR: That is right.

MR AUGENTHALER (Czechoslovakia): Mr Chairman, may we take a specific
case. Supposing my country Czechoslovakia had to begin exporting

timber - and this is only for the sake of argument, because it is not

likely to do so. Now, during the war our forests were so dspleted by

the Germans that just to bring them up to the pre-war level it would

take from ten to fifteen years, and that is assuming that we out no

trees at all. In that state of affairs why should a state monopoly
be obliged to offer the product to full foreign demand?

RAPPORTEUR: Mr Chairman, if the Czechoslovak delegate will refer to

Article 32 he will notice that under Item J it says: "Nothing in Chapter IV

of this Charter shall be construed to prevent the adoption or enforce-

ment by any Member of measures ..... (j) relating to the conservation

of exhaustible natural resources if such measures are taken pursuant to

international agreements or are made effective in conjunction with
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restrictions on domestic production or consumption." I think thatthat

would cover the case of timber.

THE CHAIRMAN: Might I also suggest that there is a further passage as

well? The passage you cited just now would seem to presuppose that

there was an internal restriction on consumption; but surely under

Article 19, paragraph 2 (b), where you have "Export prohibitions or

restrictions temporarily imposed to relieve conditions of distress

which are local to the exporting country and which are caused by

severe shortages of foodstuffs or other essential products" that would

cover you. Of course, we have had some discussion on the meaning

of the word "distress, " and it may be that the drafting of that leaves

something to be desired; but surely the intention there is rather that

it should cover the type of situation which the Czechoslovak delegate

has mentioned, that you could if you were very short of, shall we say,

timber, prohibit or restrict its export. I take it that if we are to

apply the provisions of this Article to the state trading chapter

we shall then have left it open to the state trading organization to

say: "No, I am not going to export any timber for a number of years to

come just because there is a domestic shortage." Is not it possible

that the matter might be covered in that way?

RAPPORTEUR: I should think so, and I think that there are sufficient means

in the draft Charter as it exists, and as it may be nodified, to cover

a situation in which you have such a point raised. For example,

presumably if you were conserving timber reserves you would be con-

serving them in terms of domestic consumption as well as in terns

of export.

MR AUGENTHALER (Czechoslovakia): Yes, but probably not to the same degree.

RAPPORTEUR: Probably not to the same degree; but if they were made effective

in conjunction with restrictions on domestic production and consumption

you would make it -part of the over-all consideration to cover it.

THE CHAIRMAN: Under Article 19 paragraph 2 (b) you could restrict exports

without restricting domestic consumption, if you wanted to.

04
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RAPPORTEUR: Yes, that is true.

MR JOHNSEN (New Zealand): Yes, but there have get to be severe shortages

before you can do that.

THE CHAIRMAN: Yes. In a sense one has to think of all this in the first

place in the context of privante trade and, secondly, in the context of

state trading. What we want to be sure about is, is it not, that in

such an Article as Article 19 we have covered by exceptions the things
which it is necessary to cover, and, if we do that then all this is

incorporated by reference in the state trading chapter. This is in a

sense rather a question as to whether the exceptions listed in

Article 19, or elsewhere in Section C, are sufficient for the various

purposes that may be needed, because problems of this kind can arise

equally under private trading as under state trading. Is not that so?

RAPPORTEUR: Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN: So that what we want to look at rather narrowly - it is

true that it is not before this sub-committee - is whether the ex-

ceptions in the quantitative restrictions, Section C, are themselves

sufficient.

RAPPORTEUR: I would not think that was entirely a function of this sub-

committee.

THE CHAIRMAN:No, I do not suggest that at all. What I mean is that

from the moment that we have put in the cross reference to Section C

of this chapter, or even to the other provisions of this Charter, you
have brought in, by reference, all of those. Therefore, the question is

whether that particular contingency under state trading is sufficiently

provided for, or whether it becomes a question as to whether the

exceptions in this Chapter about export prohibitions are sufficient or

not. Is not that so? It is not a question which is peculiar to this

subject; it arises just as much - and primarily - on the private trading

clause.

RAPPORTEUR: Yes. It is a substantive question in another field but which

is applicable to any form, almost of trade such as the timber item that
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Mr Augenthaler raised. It would make no difference whether timber

was being exportedby private firms or by a state tradingorganization,

because you might have a conservation programme.

THE CHAIRMAN: Thank you. Arethere any further comments on this sentence?

Can we provisionally leave that Article to the Rapporteur and pass now

to Article 28?

MR TUNG (China): Are we going to discuss it at the next meeting, Article 27?

Is that what you mean?

CHIRMAN: Yes. We certainly could leave it that way, that we will

further discuss the question of satisfying demand, when we come to

discuss the Rapporteur's report on Monday.

MR JOHNSEN (New Zealand): How about this question of rationing and price

control? Are you going to leave that over in the meantime, or are

you going to like a concrete suggestion there?

THE CHAIRMAN: I am not sure that price control necessarily comes in.

You might have rationing without price control - probably normally

you would not, but it is conceivable; and it is definitely my feeling
that one has got to provide an exception in this obligation to meet

demand in the case where there is rationing, whether or not there is

price control. I do not think that is covered by the cross-reference

to Section C, and I doubt if it is covered by anything else in the

Charter. If that is so, then I think we need to think of some form

of drafting which will bring in an exception for the case where there

is rationing.
MR JOHNSEN (New Zealand): But why would there be rationing?

THE CHAIRMAN: Well, I take it for the reason that one has rationing now -

shortage of supply.

MR JOHNSEN (New Zealand): As far as practicable, this says, you shall meet

domestic demand. If it is not practicable rationing will be covered

by it.

RAPPORTEUR: Yes.
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THE CHAIRMAN: I have the feeling that this question of rationing
ought to be specifically provided for here. I would prefer that

it should not be covered merely by some general phrase such as

"as far as possible". Can we just leave that as a point to be

noted?

Mr JOHNSEN (New Zealand): Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN: Perhaps the Rapporteur would consider whether an

amendment is or is not needed in the drafting.And them we will

resume at our next meeting this question . I would only like

to remark on leaving is that I feel that if one cut it out there

would be a gap, because you would have left the way open for a

State trading enterprise to circumvent the provisions of the

import and export restrictions, and I feel one ought to have

some provision to deal with that, though whether it ought to be

in this precise form or not is perhaps a question which we

could have open, Shall we now pass to Article 28, Would the

United States delegationwish to give any further explanations

with regard to this? I think they have already explained it
in the full Committee.

THE RAPPORTEUR: I think we have said what we have to say on the

matter. We think that something of this nature should be re-

tained as comparable action on the part of a country with a

complete State monopoly of foreign trade - action comparable

to reduction of trade barriers by countries which do not have

complete State monopolies of trade. On the other hand, we re-

cognise that in the refence of this country primarily concerned,
it might be inappropriate to do anything particularly firm in

this regard until an opportunity has been afforded for a discussion

with that country.

THE CHAIRMAN: Yes. Your suggestion would be that it should stand,

as it were, in square brackets?

THE RAPPORTEUR: Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN: As being something which is there as a possible

basis for discussion?
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THE RAPPORTEUR: Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN Not as being anything which we neccessarily re-
commend as being theright provision?

Mr JOHNSEN (New Zealand): And the Report would go forward acc-
ordingly,

THE CHAIRMAN: Yes.

THE RAPPORTEUR: I might add that I think it would be most useful

andhelpfulif we could have a discussion of the General proposi

tion to get the ideas of everyone concerned, still on the

under standing that it will be on a tentative basis.

Mr JOHNSEN (New Zealand) : Seeing that it is likely to affect

only one country, as far as we can see at the moment, would

there be any good purpose? Would it not be wasting a lot of

time?

THE RAPPORTEUR: It might be.

Mr JOHNSEN (New Zealand) : After all, the country concerned is

the one which should have the opportunity of discussing it.

THE RAPPORTEUR: On theother hand, it might bedesirable. We

in the United States, for example, would like to know what

other people think wiih regard to this particular problem.

This iswhat we happen to think about it.

THE CHAIRMAN: Yes, from the angle that, on the assumption that

the country in question did adhere, what would be a reasonable

undertaking, to ask from it - reasonable, that is, from the

point of view of the other members with a view to ensuring that

they got some counterpart for the benefits which they viould be

giving to that country under this Charter. That is your point,

isitnot

THE RAPPORTEUR: Yes.

Mr JOHNSEN (New Zealand): Well, it would seen that the first

sentence really covers the position generally. I cannot myself

see why a country having a complete State monopoly should be able

to operate under any different rule than say in Article 27 if

that is adopted.

.
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THE RAPPORTEUR: The intention in the difference between

Article 27 and Article 28 is perphaps not very well expressed;
but it isthis, that when you are dealing with a State

monopoly of a particular product conducteds in a country which

in general follows practices in private trading, you are dealing
with one type of economic phenomena, whereas when you are dealing
with a country which has a complete State monopoly of all foreign

trade and all domestic trade, you are dealing with another type

of economic phenomena, and the differences in essence between

those require some consideration.

Mr JOHNSEN (New Zealand): Well, I think we had certain views

in the full Committee on this particular question. I do not

think it would be right that any discussion of this particular
Article should be confinedmerely to Members of this Committee,

if we are going to consider it in broad terms.
THE RAPPORTEUR: I agree.

THE CHAIRMAN: I think you have in a way put out an invitation

for any other and better ideas so to speak, for incorpora-

tion in this Article, if anyone has them.
THE RAPPORTEUR: That is right.
THE CHAIRMAN: So far no one has produced any.

THE RAPPORTEUR: That is right.
THE CHAIRMAN: Well, perhaps that is rather too sweeping a

statement.

Mr JOHNSEN (New Zealand): I think it is a matter for the full

Conference.

THE CHAIRMAN: Well, can we carry thu discussion on this any

further, does anybody feel? (After a pause:-) In that case,

then, we retain it, as I say, purely as a possible basis for

negotiation, should the question of negotiation arise, and

leave it at that, Well that brings us, I think, to the end
of this Subcommittee's field until wehave our Rapporteur's
Report.
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Mr AUGENTHALER (Czechoslovakia): Mr Chairman, I say this only

for the Report of the Rapporteur: I would like it to be

mentioned in the Report in some form that in our view the

State trading countries should be only those which have

exclusive imports or exports; that is, monopolies or State

trade organisations which have been created for purely financial

moral, religious, health and similar reasons are not subjucted

to any of those negotiations; and then that State enterprises

should not be subject to any oblligations which are not applied

to private enterprises which are in the same situation.For

that reason, and as it has been seen that this State trading
and so on are extremely complicated matters, we would recommend

that it should be subjected to further study to see all sides

of this problem.

THE CHAIRMAN: May I just ask a question or two to make sure I

.have your points clearly. In the first place, I understood you

to say that that you felt we should only have specificpro-
State

visions about/trading where monopolies are concerned, as

distinct from State trading which is not a monopoly. Am I

right in thinking that that was your first point?

Mr augenthaler (czechoslovakia): Yes, only State trading enter-

prises which are exclusive importers or exporters.

THE CHAIRMAN: Yes, having the sole right to import and export the

product?

Mr AUGENTHALER (Czechoslovakia): Yes; if they are not exclusive

importers or exporters, then anybody can deal with other

companies.

THE CHAIRMAN: Then I think your second point was that those

State monopolies which are not, so to speak, trading monopolies
but are exclusively for raising revenue or the protection of

morals, and so on, should also be completely excluded, even

though they are monopolies? Am I right in thinking that that

was your point?

Mr AUGENTHALER (Czechoslovakia): Yes.
.
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THE CHAIRMAN: It would be, so to speak, the trading monopolies

only which should be covered?

Mr AUGENTHALER (Czechoslovakia): Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN: And your third point was that State trading organ-

isations should not be subjeet to any obligations while did not

apply to private enterprise in the same conditions?
Mr AUGENTHALER (Czechoslovakia): Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN: I see. Thank you.

THE RAPPORTEUR: Mr Chairman, the Rapporteur would appreciate it

if the delegate from Czechoslovakia could give him a little

paper on that with the formulations spelt out of the observa-

tions.

THE CHAIRMAN: Well, thank you. In that case, then, I think we

now adjourn and meet again on Monday to consider the

Rapporteur's Report. Thank you very much. The time will be

announced later,

(The meeting rose at 11.55 a.m.)
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